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The choice of the correct tent is almost more important than the choice of a trailer as it provides the living 
space and protects you and your family from the elements. 

 
The Desert Wolf trailer tents are unique in design and the use of 
material.The design aim is to create a tent that is light and airy, completely 
waterproof and most importantly, quick to put up. The trailer tents are 
manufactured in two models, the 5-man and the 6-man tent. Each tent has 
an octagonal flysheet that is permanently attached to the tent and very easy 
to erect. There is a 100mm space between the tent and the flysheet, 
ensuring that the tent is always in its own shade.  Optional sides that can by 
attached to the flysheet to create a cosy space in bad weather. We also 
manufacture a smaller fly sheet with only two poles for use in applications 
where the large flysheet is not required. 
 
The tents are manufactured in 
any height from 1.4m to 2.2m 
and can be fitted on any 
trailer. 

 
The 5-man tent has two 
compartments and can 
accommodate two people on 
a double bed on top of the 

trailer and three people 
on the removable ground 
sheet. 
 
The 6-man tent has three 
compartments and can 
accommodate two people 
on a double bed on top of 
the trailer, two in the room 
next two the trailer and two in the room furthest away from the trailer. 
 
The tent and flysheet are manufactured from Desert Wolf’s own rip-stop 
nylon. The material is super-strong, lightweight yet non-transparant, and 
extremely waterproof. Other advantages over the polyester-cotton canvas 
most often used by other tent manufacturers, our material can be folded 

while damp and our tents are up to 50% lighter than similar sized tents. We only use YKK Vislon lifetime zips. These zips 
are manufactured from molded plastic and are not affected by dust. The removable ground sheet and tent cover is 
manufactured from PVC. 
 
The tent base is manufactured from a solid wood 
superstructure, padded with polystyrene for insulation and 
covered with varnished superwood. All other fitting are stainless 
steel and aluminium. Each tent is supplied with adjustable 
anodized aluminium poles and reflective tent ropes, long, 
strong tent pegs, all packed in separate bags. A standard (or 
extra long) double bed can be used in the tent and a wide step 
stainless steel ladder and safety rail are optional extras. 
 

Desert Wolf also manufactures a range of dome 
tents, roof-top and vehicle tents and other canvas 

products 


